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Designing long-term controls for managing
COVID workplace risk
 
As we engage in the national race to become vaccinated so that we live with COVID-19
without hard lockdowns, workplaces will continue to refine and improve risk assessments
and controls. That will include higher-level controls such as ventilation and filtration of the
air we breathe indoors, new rapid Antigen testing regimes, and of course vaccination is
front and centre in the current debates. If you’re wondering about vaccination and your
role in it as a health and safety person, take a look below at today’s article from health and
safety legal expert Alena Titterton, on How WHS can work with HR to resolve legal issues
such as mandatory vaccination. If you are wanting to hear from experts about ventilation
and filtration, keep your eyes peeled for next week’s announcement of an important safe
work month webinar on ‘Ventilation and Filtration as critical workplace COVID controls.'
 
Meanwhile, have a great week.
 
David Clarke
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How WHS can work with HR to resolve
legal issues such as mandatory
vaccination

There is an overlap between WHS and HR
in the context of COVID-19 responses and
policies for the introduction of mandatory
vaccination in workplaces.

Read full story

Tougher quad bike safety standards
start next month

The second phase of a national safety
standard for quad bikes will come into
effect next month on 11 October 2021.

Read full story

What are the key WHS considerations in
working from home?

The shift to working from home caused by
the pandemic is one of the biggest
changes to work in the past fifty years and
this has had significant WHS implications,
according to the Productivity Commission.

Read full story

WHS and COVID-19 compliance lacking
in ACT residential construction sector

ACT’s Work Health and Safety
Commissioner recently said she was
“extremely disappointed” with multiple,
serious breaches of WHS laws in the
territory’s residential construction sector.

Read full story
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Safety alert issued over loading and
unloading skip bins

WorkSafe Victoria recently issued a safety
alert about the hazards and risks
associated with lifting waste container skip
loaders (skip bins) on and off trucks.

Read full story

Safety warning over off-highway haul
truck tyre blowout in workshop injures
workers

WA’s Department of Mines, Industry
Regulation and Safety (DMIRS) recently
issued a safety alert following an incident in
which a haul truck arrived at a workshop for
maintenance with no tyres fitted in position
4 or 5.

Read full story

 
POLICY & LEGISLATION
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NSW: safety warning issued over strong
and gusty winds in construction

SafeWork NSW recently issued a safety
alert which stated employers and principal
contractors must proactively manage the
risks associated with high winds on
construction sites, to reduce the risk of
serious injuries and fatalities.

Read full story

Regulator urges WHS caution during the
mouse plague

SafeWork NSW recently issued a safety
alert warning those in contact with rodents
– particularly farmers and agriculture
workers – to be more careful of health and
safety risks as areas of rural and regional
NSW continue to be affected by an ongoing
mouse plague.

Read full story
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VIC: court orders injury frauds to pay
more than $140,000

A man who lied about being injured at work
and a woman who secretly worked while

NT: charges laid over alleged reckless
conduct at Bootu Creek Mine

NT WorkSafe has charged a mine operator
OM (Manganese) Ltd, as well as the mine’s

The AIHS invites you to the 2021 SA Learning & Update Symposium which will be held
on Friday 22 October 2021 located at the Adelaide Zoo. The focus of SALUS21 will move
beyond the COVID-19 pandemic to consider major ongoing WHS lessons and priorities.
This is well reflected in our two keynote speakers with SA's Chief Health Officer,
Professor Nicola Spurrier discussing pandemic risk, and Business SA's CEO, Martin K
Haese, outlining what SME needs from WHS professionals.

Read More

UPCOMING EVENTS
24 September Webinar: COVID-19 Part II - Successful control
30 September WA: Psychosocial Hazards in the Workplace
5 October Webinar: Safety of Machinery series- Machinery Guarding Basics
12 October Online: National Electrical Safety Conference
12 October Webinar: WorkWell – preventing workplace mental injury
20 October Webinar: WHS Mental Health: Where we're at & what we've learnt
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receiving workers’ compensation payments
have been ordered to pay $140,986
between them.

Read full story

chief operating officer, Trevor Cook, with a
total of 38 charges over the 2019
workplace death of a 59-year-old mine
superintendent at Bootu Creek Mine.

Read full story

Company fined $360,000 after worker’s
fatal trench fall

An excavation company in Victoria has
been convicted and fined $360,000
following the death of a worker who fell into
a trench at a Wallan housing development
site.

Read full story

Steel fabricator fined $66,000 for
inadequate controls

A steel fabricator business in Riverland,
South Australia that failed to address
safety issues and ensure appropriate
control measures were in place has been
convicted and ordered to pay fines totalling
$66,000.

Read full story
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